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Wood Fence

PRESSURE TREATED SPRUCE

STANDARD SPRUCE

Pressure Treated Spruce

Standard Spruce

Pressure treated spruce is a great choice when constructing a
fence. Pressure treated spruce fencing by Strictly Fences Ltd. is
an extremely popular fence which combines strength and beauty
making it one of the most versatile fences on the market. If you’re
looking for an exceptional fence at an affordable price then
pressure treated spruce is the fence for you.

Known as the “privacy on a budget” fence, Spruce is one of
the most economical privacy fences available. Sections made
from untreated Spruce lumber, are used mainly to define
boundaries. If you are looking for strength, versatility and beauty
at an affordable price, and aren’t afraid of the year-to-year
maintenance then make our standard spruce your fence decision.

Installation

Preservation

Strictly Fences Ltd. installs all of our fence products with the same set
of strict standards. All post holes are dug below the frost line. Posts are
set in 20 mpa concrete. Fence sections are constructed on site, custom
built for each individual yard. Quality checks throughout the installation
process are performed regularly and ensure that our standards are met.

Preserving your new spruce fence, through sealing or staining, is highly
recommended. Applying a clear, semi-transparent, or solid preservative
will enhance the beauty of your fence and help to slow the natural decay
and weathering process. Your first application should be applied 3-6
months after initial installation. Continuing to preserve your fence every
4-5 years will protect and prolong the life of your fence. Check with your
local paint store for information on which preservative is right for you.

FENCE SPECIFICATIONS

Wood Fence

Iron Lattice™
Regardless if it’s wood or vinyl fencing, Iron Lattice™ make the perfect
solution for unmatched elegant beauty and security. Standing out from
the rest, the perfect fence should do more than just define a border, Iron
Lattice™ will enhance your current or new fence installation with long
lasting strength and add drama to your landscape or pool projects. Iron
Lattice™ will boost your home or business’s curb appeal and increase
it’s overall value.

Wooden Gate Hardware
Strictly Fences Ltd. Is proud to offer the highest quality, architecturally
designed gates, gate kits and fence hardware available on the market.
Our gates and gate hardware are structured to withstand the test
of time. Whether we are building a gate from scratch or installing a
beautiful pre-made iron gate you can rest assured knowing you have
chosen only the best.
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